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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
BY: BOB KLAGES
CMCA, AMS, PCAM
At the time of my induction as
President of the Heartland Chapter
of CAI I spoke of my “Fierce Friends”
that helped me through the good
and challenging times of my
community management career. You also frequently
see #InitTogether (and other phrases) used at Chapter
events…but what does all of this terminology mean?
I believe this is all part of the needed movement to
create beneficial relationships between Community
Managers/Management Companies (MGR),
Community Association Volunteers (CAVL), and
Business Partners (BP).
As a MGR our most beneficial attribute is being able
get quality projects done with value and timely. This
benefit is not easily achieved if we (MGRs) are
going to Google or the Yellow Pages to find BP’s. The
next time you (MGR) present bids from BPs that have
positive track records of providing Quality,
Timeliness, and Value and your Board (CAVL) asks for
more bids; I recommend that you ask the Board (CAVL)
how much do they have to save to be willing to go with
an unknown and unproven BP? I am not sure saving
1% to $20% is ever worth the risk and if the savings is
greater, the “red flags” should be flying high in your
MGR mind.
A CAVL’s fiduciary responsibility is to preserve and
protect the community assets (not to keep fees low or
to cut costs). In my opinion, the best path to meeting
this fiduciary responsibility is by working through the
MGR (when there is one) to gain access to proven BPs
or to utilize BPs that are CAI members. Where else can
you check references of BP’s from others (CAVLs and
MGRs) that have a common goal?
The Heartland Chapter of CAI is great place for
reputable BP’s to thrive. The beauty of CAI
involvement of BP’s is that CAVLs and MGRs get to
build a relationship that encourages the likelihood
of satisfactory conclusion of the service. Where else
can a CAVL or MGR get to know a BPs character, work
habits and professional ethics before you make your
first purchase?
My apologies for all of the acronyms, but I wanted to
ingrain these three important CAI roles. CAVLs, BP’s,
and MGRs are the legs that support SUCCESS. Please
support each of them generously!
Sincerely,
Bob Klages
President, Community Association InstituteHeartland Chapter

ADA, HUD AND MANAGERS AND POOLS
BY: RODNEY Z. WRIGHT, VICE PRESIDENT,
HOA MANAGEMENT SERVICES WICHITA, KS
For residents of Associations, summer time is full of
fun which includes enjoying the community pool. For
Managers, those 102 days of pool season can be a
hectic time that makes the summer go by quickly.
Even though pool season is over now, it’s always in the
back of a Managers mind, and it seems as if pool
questions pop up year around. Though very rare, there
is one question that can get a Manager into hot water
if you answer it wrong, and that is about handicap
access and the community pool.

When provided, a swimming pool
must be located on an accessible
pedestrian route that extends to
the pool edge, but the Guidelines do not require that
the pool be equipped with special features to offer
greater access into the pool than is provided for
persons without disabilities.

In this story the Sunnyside HOA Board of Directors
decided it was time for a new pool so they crunched
the numbers, held community meetings, got the
financing and started planning the new community
pool, which would include a zero entry. Before the
pool started to be built a resident with disabilities
called the Manager to ask some questions. The
Manager answered all of the resident’s questions, but
one question would start a legal issue and here it is:
The resident asked if the pool would be accessible for
handicap residents. The Manager said yes, it would be
a zero entry pool.

Other buildings and amenities in a housing
development, such as laundry buildings and
recreational facilities (clubhouses, swimming pools,
spas, game rooms, and exercise rooms), will be
covered by the ADA only if they are available for use
by people other than residents and their guests. If
such facilities are made available to the public only
periodically, such as for a festival or seasonal event,
they must comply with the ADA during the event

As the project got underway, the City Inspectors came
on site and informed the pool company that the pool
could not be zero entry and had to have steps instead.
The Board of Directors was notified and they approved
the change in order to be in compliance with the City.
Once the pool was completed, that same resident
(from earlier in the story) called the Manager again
and was very upset that the pool was not handicap
accessible like the Manager told her it would be. The
Manager informed the resident of what went on
during the process of building the pool and that “the
HOA’s new pool did not have to be handicap
accessible.”
The resident filed a complaint with the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
citing Section 804(f )(2)(A) and 804(f )(3)(C) of the Fair
Housing Act of 1988 for the bases of the complaint.
So how do you find the answer to whether or not HOA
pools have to be handicap accessible? It’s not easy but
the answer to the complaint is found in the JOINT
STATEMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND THE DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE dated April 30, 2013 on page 26.
51. When a swimming pool is provided on a site with
covered multifamily dwellings, what are the design
and construction requirements for the pool?

Also, The Fair Housing Act Design Manual (Part 2,
Chapter 2) provides:

In the case of recreational facilities, special equipment
and features are not required by the Guidelines. For
example, play areas for children and swimming pool
aprons must be accessible and meet ANSI
specifications for all commonly constructed elements,
but special mechanical pool lifts or wheelchair
accessible play equipment are not required. The
Guidelines do not require an accessible route (ramp or
lift) down into the water at pools.
(5) both pools must be on an accessible route that
continues around the apron (access into water not
required) ...
In this case, the pool is only available for residents and
their guests at all times. It is not available for use by
people other than residents and their guests. Access to
the edge of the pool is provided and is compliant with
both the ADA and the FHA.
The complaint cites 804(f )(3)(c), 804b and 804(f ).
There is no reference to any of these sections that
requires an accessible ramp or lift down into the water
at pools.
While the words in the complaint attributed to the
Manager could have been chosen more carefully, the
Manager is correct that access to the water in the pool
is not required by either the ADA, the FHA, or any of
the sections cited by the resident’s complaint.
The moral of the story is community pools do not have
to be handicap accessible into the water, and for a
Manager, choose your words carefully!
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A DISTINCTION OF
EXCELLENCE
When you choose Landscape Industry
Certiﬁed professionals, you know the company
working for you is distinguished from their
competition. Be sure the next professional you
hire is Landscape Industry Certiﬁed.

Expect the best, experience the difference,
from St. Louis’ most certiﬁed staff.

UnitEd SErvicEs
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALIST
24 HR DISASTER RESPONSE TEAM

• Inspection and Assessment
• Fire, Smoke & Water Cleanup
• Personal Properry & Structure Cleaning
• Structure/Contents Drying & Dehumidification
• OZONE Deoderization
• Mold Remediation
• Debris Removal & D�posal
• General Contracting Services
• Packout Service & Storage Faciliry
• Disaster Prepardness & Recovery Planning

811.253.2620 I •.usstl.cmn
(636) 398-8800
www.thegreenwoodgroup.net
P.O. Box 125 • New Melle, MO 63365
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BEING PREPARED BEFORE A DISASTER HITS
BY: KEITH BROWN, EBP, UNITED SERVICES OF ST. LOUIS
Property damage from various disasters, whether
they are from storms, fire, water and vandalism are
inevitable. Whether an association requires the
services of a professional restoration contractor or
whether mitigation, cleanup and structural repairs
can be performed in-house is solely dependent on
the severity of damage. Another consideration-if
you consider that there are 168 hours in a week, the
odds are that a loss won’t occur during the regular

insurance companies?
FINANCIAL STABILITY- Does the
restoration contractor have the
resources to undertake a large project, in which final
payment may not be made for months?
FULL SERVICE- Some contractors specialize only in
mitigation and cleanup. Others only do reconstruction.
Having a full service contractor capable of handling
everything makes it easier
by having only one point of
contact needed.
LIABILITY COVERAGEAbsolutely essential to offer
an association protection for
workers who will be on their
property. Your association’s
insurance agent can check a
contractors’ liability coverage
to make sure it is sufficient.

40 business hours from Monday-Friday. Therefore
it becomes essential that property managers and/
or associations have the names of a professional
restoration contractor who has the capabilities
to quickly respond and service the needs of an
association who has suffered a property damage
loss. By having a restoration contractor pre-selected,
managers and associations have one less decision to
make in the chaotic aftermath following a property
disaster. Some items to consider when selecting a
contractor:

INSURANCE PROGRAM
APPROVED- Property owners
are permitted to select
whatever contractor they wish
to use for repairs. However,
repair costs still have to
be performed within the
limitations allowed by the
insurance carrier. An insurance
program approved vendor is
required to have the same
estimating software programs
administered by the insurance
industry. In addition, being accepted in the various
programs is a good indication that the contractor’s
qualifications have been thoroughly vetted by their
insurance company.
It’s a good idea for an association to have a disaster
plan in place, with contact information for other first
responders as well as roofers, plumbers, electricians
and landscapers.

EXPERIENCE- How long has the contactor been doing
restoration work? Are they familiar in working with
SPRING [ 5

Did you know that CAI

Heartland offers free job

postings to our members
on our Chapter website?
Simply send your job
opening to

ced@caiheartland.com

CAIHeartland.com
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Ensuring Your Community
Lasts As Long As We Have
Innovative Insurance Solutions
For Condominiums • Townhomes
Villas • Lofts • HOAs /PUDs Resort
and Golf Communities

Serving Communities Since 1921
2018 CAI Business Partner of the Year

1-877-406-5915

www.danielandhenry.com
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CAPITAL PROJECT FINANCING

BY: DIANE WHITE AND NICHOLAS BARTZEN
Large-scale capital projects can be daunting enough
for associations, but arguably one of the most stressful
components for volunteer boards is figuring out how
to finance a project when there hasn’t been enough
reserve money saved to cover the costs.
Large assessment increases or taking on debt may
seem daunting, but with careful planning and a firm
understanding of the process, boards can minimize
the burden for
themselves and
their community.
An alternative
to funding largescale capital
improvements
with cash reserves
is to contract a
loan with a bank
specializing in
association lending.
Utilizing financing
is a good way to
spread the cost
of common area
improvements over
time and equitably
distribute the
cost to those who
are benefitting from them (i.e., both current and
future community members). For example, if a capital
improvement project is financed, an owner who sells
his or her home a few years after completion of the
project may only end up paying for a portion of the
cost, with the new owner picking up where the prior
owner left off and sharing in the remaining cost. It also
affords the association the ability to offer owners the
option to pay their portion of the project cost up-front
or to participate in the lending program. In this manner
those who considered themselves long-term residents
would have the option of avoiding interest costs. For
those communities considering utilizing a financing
program, the following overview provides a basic game
plan for undertaking such a task.
The board’s first step should be contacting the
association’s management company (if any) and/
or attorney to determine the process for obtaining
8 ] SPRING

the necessary approval to enter
into a loan and how it will repay
the loan. Once the association’s
ability to enter into a loan agreement is confirmed, the
association needs to determine what means will be
used to repay the loan. For smaller loans, an increase
in regular monthly assessments may be a feasible way
to make loan payments. For larger loans, the board
could adopt a special assessment allowing each owner
to either pay
up front or
participate
in the loan
program. In
either case
board or
homeowner
approval(s)
necessary to
implement
the desired
repayment
structure
must be
considered.
Moreover, the
board should
carefully
plan and communicate the repayment options with
the owners, who will (rightfully) want to know: (1)
how much their individual repayment portions will be
on a monthly basis, and (2) when the payments will
begin. The board should appreciate that, just like it
must plan the financing for the association, individuals
(especially those on a fixed-income) will also have
to plan their own financing accordingly, which could
include liquidating their own personal assets, raiding
their savings, or taking out a home equity line of credit
to keep up with their payments.
Generally, the bank’s primary security for these loans
will be an assignment of the association’s assessments.
This means that the association will pledge its ability
to implement, collect and enforce future assessments
as collateral for the loan. No mortgage interest is
taken in anyone’s property and no unit owner is
personally liable for the loan. In a default scenario
(which is nearly unprecedented), what would change

4.) Assessment Increase
a. Large increases may cause delinquencies to
rise.
		
i. Strong credit – Increase of less than
The second step is determining the right financing
		
25%.
option (i.e. how the loan will be repaid), which is a
		
ii. If a large increase is necessary, 		
discussion best had with a financial institution
		
implementing it before applying for the
specializing in association lending. When applying for
		
loan can mitigate risk.
a loan, banks will want to know the type of loan and
5.) Annual Assessments/Market Value
term being sought. For large lengthy projects there
a. Annual assessments should not be greater
will most likely be the option of entering into a
than 10% of the unit value.
non-revolving line of credit during the construction
		
i. Strong credit – Annual assessments
period, which are typically six to twenty-four months
		
less than 2% of market value.
with interest-only payments made exclusively on the
6.) Owner Occupancy and Concentration
amount drawn. This can be an attractive option for
a. A high % of investors not living in their 		
associations, as projects coming in under budget will
respective units is considered riskier.
require less money drawn on the line of credit and,
		
i. Strong credit – Over 80% owner-		
accordingly, less interest paid. Upon expiration or at
		
occupied; multiple unit owners control
construction end, the line will be converted to a fully
less than 10% of the units.
amortizing term loan. A typical term loan will be from 		
		
ii. Weak credit – Less than 60% ownerfive to fifteen years in length. It is important that the
		
occupied; multiple unit owners control
loan length not exceed the useful life of the
		
greater than 20% of the units.
improvements being financed. Alternatively, if the
project is short-term or small in size, it may make sense 7.) Management and Capital Planning
to forego the draw period and enter into a term loan
a. Strong external professional management
immediately.
company with experience in managing similar
projects is desirable.
When a bank evaluates a loan request, it uses some
b. Professional reserve study that is at least 		
key metrics to gauge the credit risk of the association.
partially funded indicates prudent financial 		
The following are some factors that a bank may
planning.
consider during the underwriting process.
The final step in the process, after the board has
1.) Delinquency
developed its “financing game plan” with its lender,
a. Number of accounts and total amount of 		
management (if any) and attorney, is to formally
delinquencies.
implement the financing at an open meeting of the
b. Many banks have a maximum rate of 10% for
association. The implementation process can include
number of units aged 60+ days.
a meeting to raise assessments, adopt a special
		
i. Strong credit – Delinquency rate less
assessment, and/or resolving to enter into a loan, or
		
than 5%.
a combination of all of the above. It’s best to rely on
2.) Liquidity
the association’s management and attorney during
a. Amount of cash in the association’s operating
this stage. The last thing the board would want to see
and reserve accounts as a percentage of annual
is all its hard work of planning and consulting experts
assessments and annual debt service.
scuttled as a result of a legal misstep with the approval
b. Many banks have a minimum liquidity 		
of the work. Such a misstep could result in the board
requirement of 20% of the association’s annual
having to begin the process again from scratch or, at
assessments.
worst, expose the association to liability in a lawsuit
		
i. Strong credit – Liquidity levels greater
for failure to follow the procedures of its governing
		
than 50% and at least one year of debt
documents or relevant state law.
		
service payments.
3.) Size
Alliance Association Bank is a division of Western
a. More units/homes provide a diversified cash
Alliance Bank. Member FDIC.
flow stream.
to the unit owner, is who would be controlling the
budgeting and collection process (i.e. the lending
bank).
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take that to the bank.

take that to the bank.
Patrick McClanahan CMCA
Vice President
636-352-3826
Toll Free 866-800-4656,
ext. 7575
patrick.mcclanahan@mutualofomahabank.com

Patrick McClanahan CMCA

mutualofomahabank.com
Vice President

Member FDIC
Equal Housing Lender

636-352-3826
Toll Free 866-800-4656, ext. 7575
patrick.mcclanahan@mutualofomahabank.com

AFN45462_0213

mutualofomahabank.com
AFN45462_021 3
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Member FDIC
Equal Housing Lender

FOSTERING TRANSPARENCY, ONE CUP OF COFFEE AT A TIME
BY: TOM JUDSON, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, MBA
Many years ago, I met with a resident over a cup of
coffee. Although I did not realize it at the time, this
simple conversation with James would change my
perspective on effective communication.
Prior to this meeting, I believed I put forth considerable
effort to foster transparency. I observed an open-door
policy, responded to emails in a timely manner,
provided residents with my private phone number, and
maintained visibility within the community. No matter
the question or concern, my answers to residents were
always direct and honest. From my perspective, I could
not fathom another method to cultivate a culture of
transparency.
While enjoying a cup of coffee with James, he explained
the shortcomings of my approach. In his perspective,
residents recognized the demanding nature of my job,
which resulted in many refraining from wanting to take
up any of my time. Despite my
best effort to make myself
available, he suggested
dedicating specific times every
month reserved exclusively for
residents. In other words,
creating a space that would quell
their fears of encroaching on my
busy schedule.

community, but the bulk of the
meeting is dedicated to questions
and answers. An average of ten
residents comes to each meeting.
Even when only one attends, I still
stay the entire hour. While ten is not a tremendously
high number, I found my incoming emails decreased
substantially.
Overall, I feel this simple suggestion continues to
improve transparency within my community. If you
believe this concept will resonate within your
community, you’re welcome to use the name Coffee &
Questions. Just make sure you provide good coffee,
otherwise the first concern brought up will be, “So…
Can you serve a better cup of coffee at these
meetings?”

James and I collaborated on a
solution, ultimately deciding to
dedicate time twice a month to
provide residents with easy
access to me, and a comfortable
environment that welcomes all
questions and concerns. Since
we developed the concept over
coffee, we aptly named the
meetings Coffee & Questions. On
the second and fourth Tuesday
of each month at 10 am, I
provide coffee and dedicate an
hour to residents. Often I invite
department heads to join me,
which gives attendees the
opportunity to ask them specific
questions. Sometimes I will
begin the meeting with a brief
talk on hot topics impacting the
SPRING [ 11
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
NEW MEMBERS

Mr. Mark Braun
Mr. Dave Murphy
Mrs. Nikki White
Aim to Amaze Outdoor Services

Mr. Frank Jerca

Brown Smith Wallace LLP

Ms. Ann Holtshouser

Centennial Management Company

Ms. Kathleen Doherty

Centennial Management Company

Mrs. Jami Sabin

Community Managers Associates, Inc.

Ms. Belinda Ritter

Community Property Management

Ms. Melissa Craig

Community Property Management

Ms. Terry Watsek

DNI Properties, Inc.

Mrs. Ingrid Stewart

GAF Roofing

Mrs. Jennifer Reed

Lindell Terrace Condominium Association

Mr. Steve Springmeyer

Michael Caples Agency - Farmers

Mr. Michael Caples

Insurance Midwest Fidelity Services

Mr. Troy Funk

Parkway Towers Condominium Association

Ms. Suzy Cook

Parkway Towers Condominium Association

Mr. Mike Nichols

R & B Landscaping and Lawn Care, LLC

Mr. Ricky Byrd

Ridgeview Place Condominium Association

Ms. Jan Eisenloeffel

Rodemyer-Christel, Inc.

Mr. Adam Belsky

The Smith Management Group

Mrs. Raisa Seferagic

Woods Glade Condominium Association

Mr. Lou Gawalek
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GWEN SHEEDY, CMCA, AMS, COMMUNITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT WINNER AND PATRICK
MCCLANAHAN, CMCA, EBP MUTUAL OF OMAHA
BANK/CONDOCERTS - SPONSOR

BRAD FLOREK, CMCA, AMS, BRENTWOOD FOREST
CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION WINNER AND MIKE
POWELL, MIDWEST FIDELITY SERVICES - SPONSOR
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BRAD FLOREK, CMCA, AMS, BRENTWOOD FOREST
CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION WINNER AND MARK
FIELD, CUSTOM DISCOUNT EXTERIORS - SPONSOR

GRAND PRIZE TV WINNER - ALEXIS BRIMER, CMCA,
AMS, ASSOCIATION ONE AND FRANK AND JENNIFER
JERCA , AIM TO AMAZE OUTDOOR SERVICES SPONSOR

MANAGER GRAND PRIZE WINNER - RODGER ERNST,
ERNST MANAGEMENT AND SPONSOR TAMMIE
SPRINKLE, BELFOR PROPERTY RESTORATION

THANK YOU TO OUR BUSINESS PARTNERS THAT PARTICIPATED
IN OUR TRADE SHOW!
123 Exteriors
Aim to Amaze Outdoor Services
Alliance Association Bank
Aquatic Control, Inc.
Asset Guardians
Atlas Restoration
Belfor Property Restoration
Bone Dry Roofing
CAI Heartland Bookstore
CAI Public Relations Committee
Carmody MacDonald P.C.
Certa Pro Painters of St.Charles, West County
& South County
Cox Pavement Consulting, LLC
Criterium Hardy Engineers
Custom Discount Exteriors
DALCO Home Remodeling
Daniel & Henry Insurance
Danna McKitrick, P.C.
Elia M, Ellis, LLC

E. Meier Contracting
Ferguson Roofing
Gateway Law STL
Hansen Tree Services
Howard Roofing & Home Improvement
J Walsh Insurance
Kennedy Painting
Lawn Groomers, Inc.
Loyet Landscape Maintenance
Maverick Soft Wash
McConnell & Associates
Midwest Fidelity Services
Mutual of Omaha Bank/CondoCerts
O’Connor Insurance Agency
Pacific Premier Banking
Play & Park Structures
Prestige Power Washing
Pro Pool Managemen
Property Support Services
Reserve Advisors

Rottler Pest & Lawn Solutions
Runyon Landscape Management
Seacoast Commerce Bank
SERVPRO, Kirkwood/Sunset Hills
SOLitude Lake Management
Sherwin Williams
St. Louis Paving
St. Louis Select Lawn & Landscaping
Stormwater Erosion Specialists
The Community Association Lawyers,
Powered by Sandberg, Phoenix & von
Gontard
The Greenwood Group, LLC
Union Bank HOA Services
United Services of St. Louis
Waste Connections
Westport Pools
Window Gang of St. Louis
Young Agency & Associates
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Innovating for You,
Your Business &
Your Customers
■ Innovative Software Integrations
with ConnectLive™
■ Lending Services1
■ No-Fee Lockbox
■ learn
Fullmore,
Banking
To
talk with Services
a banking professional today:
■ Online Banking
■ Dedicated Customer Service
■ Scan to Lockbox
To learn more, talk with a banking professional today:

Craig Huntington
President

888.734.4567

CHuntington@AllianceAssociationBank.com

Diane White, CMCA

Vice President, Association Financial Partner
Covering the St. Louis Area

312.823.2181

DWhite1@AllianceAssociationBank.com

Wendy Hazelwood

Vice President, Association Financial Partner
Covering the Kansas City Area

214.837.7711

WHazelwood@AllianceAssociationBank.com

Joanne Haluska, CMCA, AMS
Senior Vice President
East Coast

216.314.9100

JHaluska@AllianceAssociationBank.com

Craig Lee Huntington
Senior Vice President
West Coast & Texas

323.201.7570

CLHuntington@AllianceAssociationBank.com

888.734.4567 | ALLIANCEASSOCIATIONBANK.COM
1/19

1. All offers of credit are subject to credit approval.
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ANGELS’ ARMS CORNER
For the past 6 years CAI Heartland has partnered with
Angels’ Arms, a local organization with 13 foster homes
located throughout St. Louis City, St. Louis County and
St. Charles County. They are dedicated to providing and
supporting loving homes for foster children by keeping
brothers and sisters together. We started with a
one-time event; CAI Members volunteered their time
and donated materials to remodel one of the foster
homes. The relationship has grown to the point that
CAI Members provide a variety of types of support,
including but not limited to fundraising, twelve months
per year.

request a roof replacement price proposal. After John
inspected the roof,he & his boss, Mike Braun, contacted
Derek Schott at Richards Building Supply. Richards
Building Supply offered to donate 100% of the shingles
along with all the accessories required to complete a
total roof replacement. John, CAI Heartland thanks you
for making a difference in the lives of Angels’ Arms
children!

The donated roofing materials allows Angels’ Arms to
reallocate the Reserve Funds that were originally set
aside for the roof. The following story from the Angels’
Arms Facebook page illustrates the simply extraordinary
In January 2019 their maintenance technician reported ways that they enrich the lives of St. Louis foster
that one of the Angels’ Arms homes needed a new roof. families 365 days per year.
CAI Heartland Member Amber Odom, Angels’ Arms
Learn more about Angels’ Arms at angelsarms.org, and
Office and Maintenance Operations Manager, contacted follow them on social media at
John Magner from 123 Exteriors, Inc. to
facebook.com/AngelsArmsSTL.
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Friday, May 17, 2019 | 6-9 p.m.
Hilton St. Louis Frontenac
1335 South Lindbergh Boulevard
Frontenac, MO 63131
$45-$65
Join Angels’ Arms for the 7th Annual Sip and Savor!
A food and beverage tasting event in partnership
with DIERBERGS. All proceeds benefit Angels’ Arms!
Sample 200+ different beers, wines and spirits along
side food from 15 of St. Louis’ great restaurants.
Plus, enjoy a live band, photo booth, raffle, and a
signature commemorative tasting glass! VIP tickets
are available.
Angels’ Arms is a local non-profit here in St. Louis
that provides loving homes for foster children until
their forever home is found. They provide resources
and aid to foster youth while focusing on keeping
sibling groups together while they are in foster care.
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CAI HEARTLAND IS PROUD TO PRESENT

THE 14TH ANNUAL
MANAGER APPRECIATION
RECEPTION
THE RECEPTION IS FREE TO MANAGERS

5

JUNE 2019
4 O'CLOCK

MISSOURI ATHLETIC
CLUB WEST
1777 DES PERES RD.
ST. LOUIS, MO 63131

CAIHEARTLAND.COM/EVENTS

REGISTER AT CAIHEARTLAND.COM/EVENTS
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The Leaders in Community
Association Law

HOA Banking
DIVISION

We offer a comprehensive array of
industry specific banking products and
services customized to your company
requirements.

We are staffed with veteran bankers and Industry

For over thirty years, our office has
exclusively served community associations
throughout Missouri and Southern Illinois.
Our services include:
Amendments and Rulemaking
Collecting Assessments
New Governing Documents
Some of the services that we
Interpreting
Governing Documents
provide are:

Experts, with a solid niche servicing small, medium and

Enforcement and Compliance

large Management Companies, as well as self managed

Contract Review

properties, Associations and Country Clubs.

Lockbox services
Electronic Remittance Processing

Borrowing
& Financing
Remote Lockbox

Seacoast Commerce Bank provides you with the quality

FHAACH
Certification
for Condominiums
payment processing

products and customer service that you would expect

Credit, Debit
and e-Check payment
Restricting
Leasing/Tenant
Issues

from an industry leader.

processing and Phone Pay

Strategic Planning

Contact your Sales Specialist below for more
information.

Account Analysis

Complex
Litigation
&3rd
Appeals
Payment
of qualified
party
invoices

600 Washington Avenue, 15th floor
Online Banking to include
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
Remote Deposit Capture
314-727-8989
Business Focused ~ Shareholder Driven

Rachel Rowley
PHOTO

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

OPTIONAL

HOA RELATIONSHIP BANKER

Cell: 331-305-0869
rrowley@sccombank.com
2758 US Highway 34, Suite 126

Reserve Money investment
www.thecalawyers.com
management

Industry
Partnerships
todd@thecalawyers.com

Todd J. Billy, Esq.
Jason C. Schmidt, Esq.
Kevin M. Smith, Esq.
Anthony J. Soukenik, Esq.
David P. Weiss, Esq.
The Community Association Lawyers is proudly
powered by

Oswego, IL 60543

Visit sccombank.com
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Golfer SIGNUP
Signup Form
GOLFER
FORM
Organization:______________________________________Contact:____________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
Phone:___________________Fax:___________________E-mail:_______________________________
First Foursome

Second Foursome

$475 Early Bird if paid by 7/31/19
$500 for entries received after 8/01/19

$400

Golfer #1____________________________________

Golfer #1____________________________________

Golfer #2____________________________________

Golfer #2____________________________________

Golfer #3____________________________________

Golfer #3____________________________________

Golfer #4____________________________________

Golfer #4____________________________________

Single Golfer

Gimme Package A
$140.00

$125

Golfer#1______________________
Golfer #2______________________
Golfer #3______________________

Save $30 when you purchase in advance!
Includes:
(4) Mulligans
(1) Pink Ball per Team
(1) Skin per Team
(4) 50/50 Tickets
(4) raffle tickets
# of Packages:_______________

Gimme Package B
$60.00

Save $10 when you
purchase in advance!
Includes:
(4) Mulligans
(1) Pink Ball per Team
(1) Skin per Team

# of Packages:_______________

A-La-Cart
50/50 Tickets (arms length)
4 Mulligans
Ticket (arms length)
Cannon Ball Contest

$5 each x_______________
$20/Team x_____________
$20 each x______________
$10 per golfer ___________

Pink Ball
Skins

$10/Team x___________
$30/Team x____________

GOODIE BAG & ATTENDANCE PRIZE DONATIONS ARE NEEDED!
Please Send Payment to:
CAI Heartland Chapter, PO Box 953, Bridgeton, MO 63044
Credit Card Payments: www.caiheartland.com
Questions? Contact Cathy Roth-Johnson 314-423-8859 or ced@caiheartland.com
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SPONSORSHIP SIGNUP FORM
Organization: ______________________________________Contact:____________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________ E-mail: ______________________________________________________
Thank you for your support! Listed below are several exciting ways for you to participate in helping to make this tournament a continued
success! Sponsors for these Events will have their company sign/banner prominently displayed at the Tournament as well as have their
names printed on the Main Sponsor sign. You will also receive recognition in the Heartland Chapter CAI newsletter!
Event

Sponsorship Includes:

Donation

_______ Longest Drive

Hole Signage & Recognition

$250 *

_______ Closest to the Pin

Hole Signage & Recognition

$250 *

_______ Straightest Drive

Hole Signage & Recognition

$250 *

_______ Hole Sponsorship w/ Tent

Hole Signage, Set-up near Tee & Recognition

$400

_______ New Premium Hole Sponsorship w/Tent (Only 4 available) Hole Signage, Set-up near Tee & Recognition $425
_______ Cart Advertising

Cart Signage & Recognition

$250

_______ Tee Sponsorship

Tee Signage & Recognition

$250

_______ Green Sponsorship

Green Signage & Recognition

$250

_______ Hole Sponsorship

Hole Signage & Recognition

$250

_______ Golfer’s Breakfast for 150 ppl

Signage & Recognition

$500

_______ Golfer’s Lunch for 150 ppl

Signage & Recognition

$500

_______ On-Course Beverage Coolers

Signage & Recognition

$500

st

Signage & Recognition

$200 **

nd

Signage & Recognition

$200 **

rd

Signage & Recognition

$200 **

_______ 1 Flight Cash Prizes (2 available)
_______ 2 Flight Cash Prizes (2 available)
_______ 3 Flight Cash Prizes (2 available)

*Awarded as $50 cash prize to winner; $200 donation to CAI
**$20 of each sponsorship will be donated to CAI

___I would like to provide item(s) for the Raffle Baskets (Description:______________________________)
___I would like to provide item(s) for the Golfer’s Goodie Bags (Description:_________________________

GOODIE BAG & RAFFLE BASKET DONATIONS ARE NEEDED!
Please Send Payment to:
Heartland Chapter of CAI
PO Box 953, Bridgeton, MO 63044
Credit Card Payments: www.caiheartland.com
Questions? Cathy Roth-Johnson, cathy@caiheartland.com 314-423-8859
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GREAT

PEOPLE

ELIA M. ELLIS, LLC
Attorneys and Counselors at Law

Committed to

YOUR

Association’s

SUCCESS

PROVIDING EXPERT, DEPENDABLE, AND
AFFORDABLE LEGAL COUNSEL TO
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS SINCE 1992
“Sentry provides expert
systems, training and
advanced technology
that allow me to stay
on top of community
issues. I work hard to
communicate and be
responsive. Sentry
brings real ‘horsepower’
to your association’s
management.”
– Susan,
Sentry Manager

Comprehensive Legal Representation for
Your Community Association:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Governing Document Review & Amendment
Rules & Covenant Enforcement
Assessment Collection
Contract Review & Opinion Letters
FHA Certification & VA Approval
Association Formation & Governance
Construction Defects & Warranty Claims
Developer Transition Assistance
Complex Litigation

Elia M. Ellis
elia@ellislawstl.com

Meghan N. Prideaux
meghan@ellislawstl.com
9666 Olive Blvd. # 116, St. Louis, MO 63132
314-994-7440 | StLouis.SentryMgt.com
7421 Mexico Rd. #101, St. Peters, MO 63376
636-970-1887 | StCharles.SentryMgt.com
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7777 Bonhomme Avenue, Suite 1910
Clayton, Missouri 63105
Telephone: 314.725.5151
Fax: 314.455.7274
www.ellislawstl.com

KNOWING WHEN SERVICES ARE SCHEDULED
JASON GRISSOM , LANDSCAPE INDUSTRY CERTIFIED MANAGER
THE GREENWOOD GROUP, LLC
With the 2019 Landscape Maintenance season
underway, knowing a service timeline gives
the Clients, Managers and Trustees a good
idea of when services in their contract will
be performed throughout the calendar year.
It enables them to answer service timing
questions that could come up throughout
the landscape season and acts as a quick
glance reminder of the services that are
included in their Landscape Maintenance
contract. However, a service timeline is a

guideline tool and subject to
change due to weather
conditions. For example, if temperatures and
precipitation amounts are above or below
average the timing of the services may adjust.
Provided is a quick reference of Landscape
Maintenance services and at what times of the
season they are commonly performed.
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PAINTING.
QUALITY.

PEACE OF MIND.

Family-Owned & Operated since 1956

General Pest Control & Prevention
Residential & Commercial
Termite Control & Prevention
Mosquito Control
Wildlife Management
Lawn, Tree & Shrub Care
Mole & Lawn Rodent Control
Stinging Insect Control
To schedule a FREE consultation and
estimate contact Andy Wiggins

Carpenter Ant Control
Rodent Exclusion
Attic Insulation
Bed Bug Heat Treatments

At CertaPro Painters® of St. Charles,
South County & Wildwood

866-664-0150
saint-charles.certapro.com

We Do Painting. You Do Life.™
Each CertaPro Painters® business is independently owned and operated.
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K-9 Bed Bug Detection
Christmas Lighting

Call us today for a
FREE inspection
314.426.6100
www.rottler.com

Reserves on
your mind?
Just kick back
and relax!
Worry free: a state not often associated with capital reserves.
For over 30 years, Miller+Dodson Associates has been partnering with Community
Managers to promote Financially Sustainable Communities. Our accurate and
easy-to-understand Reserve Studies and practical Strategic Funding Plans make your
job easier. Our team of industry experts provides the technical support that you
need to guide your clients’ toward their goal of financial sustainability.

Contact Miller+Dodson Associates
for a no-obligation quote:
800.850.2835
millerdodson.com
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CAI Heartland Chapter
P.O. Box 953
Bridgeton, MO 63044
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Reducing Risk for Over 500 Communities

12101 Olive Blvd. · Creve Coeur, MO 63141

314-434-0038

www.oconnor-ins.com • info@oconnor-ins.com
OConnor 7.25X4.75 Ad.indd 1

Karen O’Connor Corrigan, CIC,
Community Insurance
& Risk Management
Specialist (CIRMS)
1/16/19 8:29 AM

